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SUPERS 
Its arcade games look and sound so real it wildest expectations seem tame. 

Its sports games are so lifelike you could 
nd up with sore muscles and a hoarse throat. 
In fact, everything about the ATARI®5200™ 

on any other system, not ev< 
es can’t be played 

Hits like PAC-MAN,1 Centipede,™ Galaxian? 
Star Raiders,™ Missile Command,™ Football 

w. Others like Pole 

This is the ATARI' 5200" SuperSystem. 
The most versatile, controllable and enjoyable 
video game system you can buy. 
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FROM THE PUBLISHER 

NTER Magazine invites you to enter the world of 
Lg computers, electronic games and new technologies. As 
g you move through the pages of this premiere issue, you 
■i won't just be reading a magazine—you'll be looking Sar 

Our research with people throughout the country convinced 
us that there is a need for a timely, entertaining and information- 
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?isL 
your ideas and interest, we have created ENTER Magazine. 
ENTER will be your guide as you explore the fast-changing world 

In upcoming issues of ENTER, you'll read about the newest 
home robots and discover how a laser beam saved a young _ 
girls life. You'll find out how rock stars like Thomas Dolby and 
Michael Jackson are using computers to make a new kind of 
music. You'll see how two teenagers from California are earning 
big money in the computer graphics business. You'll visit a high 
school that's so advanced it's known as “High-Tech High," and 
you'll hear about how video game makers are creating an 
incredible new generation of 3-D games. 

ENTER is not only a news magazine. We'll help you, our 
readers, to figure out what you need to take part in the computer 
revolution. Should you buy a game system? What kind of 
computer is right for you? Should you buy now, or wait till prices 
come down? What's the real story behind "bootlegged" game 
cartridges and tapes? What are your chances of selling an 
electronic game to a big software company? We'll answer these 
questions, and more. We'll also challenge you—with our monthly 

In every issue, ENTER will help you understand what is 

how it will affect your life. Our first issue begins your trip into the 
future. Now turn the page and join us in this exciting adventure. 

i 
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Enter ENTER. 
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Nina B. Link 
Publisher ~~mz -it- 



Bank Street 

WORD PROCESSING 
SIMPLER 

writer 
recessing power, thoughtful design, and 

The First Word Processor For The Entire Family. 

^BradertNindSofttuare 







SOFTWARE SQUABBLES 



If you've been waiting for the home version of one of America's hottest 
arcade games, your order is ready. Introducing BurgerTime™* from Mattel 

Electronics. For your Intellivision,® Atari®2600, 
Appie®||«Aquarius™**or IBM® Personal Computer 

Your job is to climb up the ladders and 
assemble an order of giant hamburgers. But 
you've got to do it fast because you're being 
chased by killer hot dogs, sour pickles and a very 
nasty fried egg. 

Good thing you've got your pepper shaker 
One shake and they're stunned. 

Butjust make sure you don't run 01 
happens then. 

You stop making lunch. And 
you start becoming it. 

k S3 aj Rg Re ed FROM MATTEL lELECTROniCS® 

it of pepper Because you know what 
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ARCADE HITS COME HOME 
BY PHIL WISWELL AND BERNIE DEKOVEN 



Haroutunian 
done it again. 

The mind behind our first 
Atari® success, Kid Grid, has just 
dreamed up another one: Juice! 

And if you don’t think that’s 
electrifying, consider what the 
experts are saying. 

Electronic Fun with Comput¬ 
ers and Games says that Kid Grid 
"may sound like kid stuff, but it 
isn’t. Even on the slowest setting 
...the game is quick enough 

to challenge 
almost anyone!’ 

That’s right. And that’s not all. 
Electronic Games calls the Kid J 

“Hypnotic, appealing, fast-moving - 
arcade action of the highest 
calibre, ...one of the most com¬ 
pulsive, utterly addictive contests 
in the world of computer 
gaming!' 

We couldn’t agree more. 
What will the critics say about 

Juice!? Will they like its colorful 
graphics, superior sound effects, 
charming characters and chal¬ 
lenging play patterns? 

Why wait around to find out? 



Edison, 
the kinetic android, 

leads a frustrating life. 
All he wants to do is build his 

circuit boards and go with the 
flow. But things keep getting 
in the way. 

Nohms—a negative influence 
— bug him constantly. Flash, the 
lightning dolt, disconnects every¬ 
thing in his path. 

And the cunning Killerwatt is 
out to fry poor Edison’s brains. 

You’ll get a charge out of this 
one. And a few jolts, too! 

Con¬ 
necting the dots 

.... colorful grid should 
be easy, right? 

Wrong. Because the bullies 
are in hot pursuit! 

Squashface, Thuggy, Muggy 
and Moose are their names. And 
you are their game. And what's 
more, they're faster than you are. 

But you're smarter. And you 
control the stun button. 

So keep your eyes peeled for 
the mysterious question mark 
and don't slow down at corners! 

ILJslilL 





Introducing the only way to play 
a thumb-numbing number of video games 

with just one cartridge. 

.- membership fee, you get: the NL™ 
GameLiner Magazine every month for a y_ 

(a $24 value); the GameLine Master File of game 
instructions; full-color poster And more. 

Be the first to play the best. 
Become part of the first complete 
nationwide video game network of its 
kind with video game competitions, 

leieveryou 
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Mean Screen Machines: 

Movie Computers Make Great 



FROM UGLY TO EVIL 

big, rather ugly machines t 
what you told them to (and 

real computers began to si 
telephone bills and figure c 

two astron 

GOOD HUMANS AND BAD 
COMPUTERS 





When jou go in search of 
The Most Amazing Thing, don’t expect to be 

home by dinner time. 

that you may have trouble coming back down to earth, 
compose musIcdrUI for olUnd speah^s'dWe'rem611' 
'’ISWwa, You'll have the help of your old 
Uncle Smoke Bailey, tie'll give you a B-liner (sort of a 
an your journey. And he'll teach you about the M?re People 

SP//YM1/123? 
We make learning fun. 



Preparing For ‘War Games’ 
The BasicTraining Of 

MATTHEW BRODERICK 



Our detective games come complete with 
car, flashlight, camera, suspects, and clues. 

You supply the brains. 



REEL—REAL 
Why Computers Can’t Be Villains 









CanY)uTalk Like a Hacker 
AN ENTER QUIZ 

Listen, even if you don't know a 
computer byte Irom a mosquito bile, 
learning to talk with computers is as easy 
as tatting olfa log—and you won't gel as 
many bruises, either. You're probably 
lamiliar with a lot of computer terminol¬ 
ogy already—but how lamiliar? Could 
you pass fora computer expert—a 
"hacker -if you had to? Test your 

lions which any computer Ian, new or 
old, will lace daily...well, maybe not 
daity...O.K„ O.K., you'll never lace some 
ol these ridiculous silualions in a million 
years. But, at least by taking this test, 
you'll find out whether you can talk like a 
hacker when the chips are down. (The 
answers are on page 28.) 

and the salesperson wants to 
show you some software. 
What happens next? 

what you’re ready for? Pro¬ 
gramming! Before you start, 
you’d better make a flowchart. 

C. A chart that shows how the elec¬ 
trical wiring “flows" in the computer. 
D. A map of all the rivers in your 

tj\ 
I— It’s a disaster! You 

were inventing the 
most fantastic video game 
since “Space Wimps”! And 
then you accidentally turned 
your computer off, erasing 
everything. “I thought com¬ 
puters were supposed to have 
memory," you say to the local 

OCTOBER 1983 



When the Chips Are Down? 
BY MEGAN STINE & H. WILLIAM STINE 

RAM,” the expert replies. RAM 
stands for: 
A. Really Awful Memory, which is 

who accidentally erased 200 pro¬ 
grams and is still laughing about it. 
C. "Read After Mistakes”—a book¬ 
let that makes you feel bad about 

B. You should take French or Latin 
on top of the Empire State Building 
(You can't get much higher-level 
than that!). 
C. You should learn BASIC—or 
another language that computers 

OCTOBER 1983 



Answers 
CAN YOU TALK LIKE A HACKER? 
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Buying the Right 

COMPUTER 
Knowing What You Need, Getting What You Want 

BY BILL CAMARDA 









For families who are 
serious about FUN... 
Now. you can get brand-ne _x_0__ 
want more than shoot-’em-up space wars with flat stick-figure 
graphics. These are absorbing one-of-a-kind games that will treat 
you to the most advanced color animation ever for the Apple® 

Children delight in the bubble-gum colors and cartoon-like anima¬ 
tion. Grownups and game connoisseurs are challenged by the ex¬ 
pert skills and strategy required to survive to the final rounds. 

and distributed by Weekly Reader Fami^ Software — in finer 
computer stores. Or call toll-free 1-800-852-5000. 
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Weekly Reader 
Family Software 
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EXPLORE NEW HORIZONS 
with 

TRI MICRO 
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THE CURIOUS 
CASE OF THE 
VIDEODISC 

BY JIM LEWIS 

retevision detectives tike 
Magnum and Matt Houston 
tave it easy. One murder, 

one motive, one hour and the case 
.I'm a private eye, too 

could have baffled Sherlock Holmes. 
Take a case I call "Murder, Anyone?" 

There s a murdered millionaire and a 
mansion lull ol suspects. I search all 
over lor clues, but it seems almost 
anyone might have been the murderer. 
Did the mysterious stranger lire the lata I 
shot? Or ms it the family doctor? The 
spinster sister? And what about the 
butler? Why can't I be on television 
where the cases are easy, instead ol 
stuck inside this laser video disc, 
where almost anything can happen 
and everything keeps changing? 

Stew Cavanaugh, private eye, 
Isn't the only one whob a little 
puzzled by video discs. Since they 

ahkes have been hailed by ex¬ 
perts, but largely ignored by the 

Cavanaugh is much more than an 
electronic blip. He's a real actor 
whose videotaped exploits have 
been transferred to the video disc 
so that you can direct his investi- 

How do pictures get 
onto a record? 

fou must solve the MysteryDisc. 









THE 
A-MAZE-ING 

Inside today's computers are 
tiny silver-grey squares called 
microchips. These chips are sc 

passageways through which 
electronic messages travel. 
(To find out how these amazing 



YOU’LL LI 

QjAdventuri? 



The Making of a 

CHIP* 
IJ lha,s ma<te ,mm IP^ developed in a darkroom like a photograph, and 
Mi baked in an oven until it's done? The mighty microchip! Tiny enough to 
MW rest on your fingertip (RIGHT), the microchip has sparked today's 
computer revolution. One chip atone houses the components that enable your com- 
pulei to compute, vow dyeai vetch lo tell time. 01 me lo rap aliens. 

The microchip era began in 1X9 when Intel, a California electronics company, 
figured out how lo shrink Hie main parts ola calculator onto lour tiny silicon chips. 
Today, a single chip can contain an entire computer that-is many times more 
... n-sized;ENIAC. 
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Priced for Kid-Size Budgets 

Hardware/Peripherals 

Gemini I OX Printer 

For Easy Ordering Use Coupon B< 

1-800-634-6766 

Information Sr Inquiries (702) 369-5523 

Computer 
Outlet 







How the Face Gets Its Curve 

6060 FOR J = 1 TD 9 

6080 NEXT J 

10005 DRTR 0.0.0,.ZS; 

10010 REM : HRIR DRTR:: 

Here’s how the face’s outline is 

four colored blocks at a time. To 
get the curve of the face, some- 



BUYING A COMPUTER 
(continued from page 34j 







VIDEO GAME WORD HUNT 

INTELLIVISION 

MEGAMANIA 

PACMAN 
PENGO 
PITFALL 

ROBOTRON 

ZAXXON 

(Answers on page 64) 





ENTER 
the fun and challenging 

world of 
computers! 





ONE TOO 

DesignWare software products, com¬ 
bines computer game fun with sound 
educational principles. 

HOW BELLY BUILDS HIS 
WORD SKILLS, 

h week, BiUy or his parents type 
spelling words into the Spelli- 

in the right order. 
So by the time Billy gets back to 

the base, he's one proud pilot. And 

Dc/qnUforc 



TRUNKS FOR THE 
MEMORIES. 

Introducing the most logical place to store 
Elephant Memory Systems* (or lesser brands 
of disks): The Trunk. 

With its alphabetized library index, you can 
file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instantly. 

The Trunk is made of durable molded 
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid. to keep 
disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments 
which disks despise. 

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles 
as a carrying handle so your Elephant Memory 
Systems® disks can go anywhere you do. 

There's a model for 5'A' and 3' floppies, as 
well as a cassette-and-game file and a special 

So if you're looking for the best disk storage 
system on the market... 

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case. 

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED DY ELEPHANTS. 
Elephant Memory Systems* Disks 



i magazines with a cover date prior to December 1999. 

from these scans, nor do we offer anything 

from the Publishers themselves. 

ss anyone selling releases from 

of su|tiQrf them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 

please visit us at www.retomags.com. 


